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Cancer Genetics & 
Genomics





Somatic Mutations In Cancer

Signatures of mutational processes in human cancer
Alexandrov et al (2013) Nature. doi:10.1038/nature12477



A firestorm in cancer

Novel patterns of genome rearrangement and their association with survival in breast cancer
Hicks et al (2006) Genome Research. Doi: 10.1101/gr.5460106



SK-BR-3

(Davidson et al, 2000)

Most commonly used Her2-amplified breast cancer cell line

80+ chromosomes, 
Many are a patchwork of fragments of other chromosomes



Aberrations in cancer genomes

Chromothripsis and cancer: causes and consequences of chromosome shattering
Forment et al (2012) Nature Reviews Cancer. doi:10.1038/nrc3352

Chromothripsis, which literally means 'chromosome shattering', is a phenomenon that has 
recently been reported to occur in cells harbouring complex genomic rearrangements 
(CGRs). Has 3 defining characteristics:
(1) Occurrence of remarkable numbers of rearrangements in localized chromosomal regions; 
(2) Low number of copy number states (generally between one or two) across the rearranged 

region; 
(3) Alternation in the chromothriptic areas of regions where heterozygosity is preserved with 

regions presenting loss of heterozygosity (LOH).



Nature 301, 89 - 92 (06 January 1983); doi:10.1038/301089a0



Detecting DNA cytosine methylation using nanopore sequencing
Simpson,Workman, Zuzarte, David, Dursi,Timp (2017) Nature Methods. doi:10.1038/nmeth.4184

Comparison of bisulfite sequencing and nanopore-based R7.3 data in reduced representation data sets from cancer and normal cells. (a) Raw 
data (points) and smoothed data (lines) for methylation, as determined by bisulfite sequencing (top) and nanopore-based sequencing using an 
R7.3 pore (bottom), in a genomic region from the human mammary epithelial cell line MCF10A (green) and metastatic mammary epithelial 
cell line MDA-MB-231 (orange). (b) Same region as in a but with individual nanopore reads plotted separately. Each CpG that can be called is 
a point. Blue indicates methylated; red indicates unmethylated.

Methylation changes in cancer 
detected by Nanopore Sequencing



Causes of Cancer

Cancer is a Preventable Disease that Requires Major Lifestyle Changes
Anand et al (2008) Pharmaceutical Research. doi: 10.1007/s11095-008-9661-9



Variation in cancer risk among tissues can be explained by the number of stem cell divisions
Tomasetti andVogelstein (2015) Science. DOI: 10.1126/science.1260825



Stem cell divisions, somatic mutations, cancer etiology, and cancer prevention
Tomasetti, Li, andVogelstein (2017) Science. DOI: 10.1126/science.aaf9011



The Six Hallmarks of Cancer

Hallmarks of Cancer
Hanahan and Weinberg (2000) Cell. http://doi.org/10.1016/S0092-8674(00)81683-9



Oncogenes

• HER-2/neuHER-2/neu: encodes for a cell surface receptor that can stimulate cell 
division. The HER-2/neu gene is amplified in up to 30% of human breast cancers.

• RAS: The Ras gene products are involved in kinase signaling pathways that 
ultimately control transcription of genes, regulating cell growth and differentiation.

• MYC: The Myc protein is a transcription factor and controls expression of several 
genes.

• SRC: First oncogene ever discovered. The Src protein is a tyrosine kinase, which 
regulates cell activity.

• hTER: Codes for an enzyme (telomerase) that maintains chromosome ends.



Tumor Suppressors

• TP53: a transcription factor that regulates cell division and cell death.
• Rb: alters the activity of transcription factors and therefore controls cell division.
• APC: controls the availability of a transcription factor.
• PTEN: acts by opposing the action of PI3K, which is essential for anti-apoptotic, 

pro-tumorogenic Akt activation.



TP53: The first and most important 
tumor suppressor

Surfing the p53 network
Volgelstein et al (2000) Nature. DOI: 10.1038/35042675

>10,000 known mutations
>17,000 publications



DNA Repair Genes

• BRCA1 and BRCA2 (breast cancer type 1/2 susceptibility genes): Normally 
expressed in the cells of breast and other tissue, where they help repair 
damaged DNA, or destroy cells if DNA cannot be repaired. They are involved in 
the repair of chromosomal damage with an important role in the error-free 
repair of DNA double-strand breaks



Tumor Evolution

The Clonal Evolution ofTumor Cell Populations
Peter C. Nowell (1976) Science. 194(4260):23-28 DOI: 10.1126/science.959840



Tumor Evolution

Evolution of the cancer genome
Yates & Campbell (2012) Nature Review Genetics. doi:10.1038/nrg3317



Tumor Heterogeneity

The evolution of tumour phylogenetics: principles and practice
Schwarz and Schaffer (2017) Nature Reviews Genetics. doi:10.1038/nrg.2016.170



Vazquez M, de la Torre V, Valencia A (2012) Chapter 14: Cancer Genome Analysis. PLOS Computational Biology 8(12): e1002824. 
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002824
http://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/article?id=10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002824

Cancer Mutation Analysis

http://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/article?id=10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002824


First Cancer Genome



First Melanoma Genome

• Insertions (light-green 
rectangles); 

• Deletions (dark-green 
rectangles); 

• Heterozygous (light-orange 
bars) and Homozygous (dark-
orange bars) Substitutions

• Coding substitutions (coloured 
squares: silent in grey, missense 
in purple, nonsense in red and 
splice site in black); 

• Copy number (blue lines); 
regions of LOH (red lines); 

• Intrachromosomal 
rearrangements (green lines); 

• Interchromosomal 
rearrangements (purple lines).

A comprehensive catalogue of somatic mutations from a human cancer genome
Pleasance et al (2010) Nature. doi:10.1038/nature08658



Mutations in Breast Cancer

Comprehensive molecular portraits of human breast tumours
Cancer Genome Atlas Network (2012) Nature. doi:10.1038/nature11412



Finding Driving Mutations

Integrative Annotation of Variants from 1092 Humans: Application to Cancer Genomics
Khurana et al (2013) Science. DOI: 10.1126/science.1235587



Regulatory mutations in PDAC
Coding alterations of PDAC are now fairly well 
established but non-coding mutations (NCMs) 
largely unexplored
•Developed GECCO to analyze the thousands of 
somatic mutations observed from hundreds of tumors 
to find potential drivers of gene expression and 
pathogenesis

•NCMs are enriched in known and novel pathways
•NCMs correlate with changes in gene expression
•NCMs can demonstrably modulate gene expression
•NCMs correlate with novel clinical outcomes

NCMs are an important mechanism for tumor 
genome evolution

Recurrent noncoding regulatory mutations in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma 
Feigin, M, Garvin, T et al. (2017) Nature Genetics. doi:10.1038/ng.3861



Driving Non-Coding Mutations

Recurrent noncoding regulatory mutations in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma 
Feigin, M, Garvin, T et al. (2017) Nature Genetics. doi:10.1038/ng.3861



Tumor Heterogeneity

The evolution of tumour phylogenetics: principles and practice
Schwarz and Schaffer (2017) Nature Reviews Genetics. doi:10.1038/nrg.2016.170



Tumor Heterogeneity

Sensitive detection of somatic point mutations in impure and heterogeneous cancer samples
Cibulskis et al (2013) Nature Biotech. doi:10.1038/nbt.2514



Tumor Heterogeneity

THetA: inferring intra-tumor heterogeneity from high-throughput DNA sequencing data
Oesperet al (2013) Genome Biology. DOI: 10.1186/gb-2013-14-7-r80



Tumor Heterogeneity

Evolution of the cancer genome
Yates & Campbell (2012) Nature Review Genetics. doi:10.1038/nrg3317



Tumor Heterogeneity

The evolution of tumour phylogenetics: principles and practice
Schwarz and Schaffer (2017) Nature Reviews Genetics. doi:10.1038/nrg.2016.170





Gingko 
http://qb.cshl.edu/ginkgo

Interactive Single Cell CNV analysis & clustering
– Easy-to-use, web interface, parameterized for binning, 

segmentation, clustering, etc
– Per cell through project-wide analysis in any species

Compare MDA, DOP-PCR, and MALBAC
– DOP-PCR shows superior resolution and consistency

Available for collaboration
– Analyzing CNVs with respect to different clinical outcomes
– Extending clustering methods, prototyping scRNA

Interactive analysis and assessment of single-cell copy-number variations.
Garvin et al. (2015) Nature Methods doi:10.1038/nmeth.3578



Realtime CNV Analysis



Single Cell RNA-seq of Cancer

Single-cell RNA-seq supports a developmental hierarchy in human oligodendroglioma 
Tirosh et al (2016) Nature. doi:10.1038/nature20123



Tumor Heterogeneity 
and Treatment

Clonal evolution in relapsed acute myeloid leukemia revealed by whole genome sequencing
Ding et al (2012) Nature. doi:10.1038/nature10738



Liquid Biopsies

Liquid biopsies come of age: towards implementation of circulating tumour DNA
Wan et al (2017) Nature Review Cancer. doi:10.1038/nrc.2017.7



Liquid Biopsies

Liquid biopsies come of age: towards implementation of circulating tumour DNA
Wan et al (2017) Nature Review Cancer. doi:10.1038/nrc.2017.7


